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Book & Leaf is presenting a very special reading, and Open Mic, on Saturday, 
February 2nd, at 2 PM.  Jessica Fjeld, a Brandon native, daughter of Dr. George and 
Carol Fjeld, will be giving a Debut Reading of her most recent book of poetry, 
entitled Redwork which refers to a type of nineteenth century embroidery in which 
red thread is used to outline images. Fjeld’s careful choices of subject matter and 
word play delineate common experiences, combined with often startling insights.  
 
Fjeld has previously published two shorter chapbooks, The Tide (Pilot Books, 2010), 
and On animate life (Poetry Society of America, 2006), for which she received the 
PSA’s Chapbook Fellowship. In 2015, she was awarded a “Discovery” Poetry Prize 
by the 92Y Unterberg Poetry Center and the Boston Review.  Timothy Donnelly 
writes, “Jess Fjeld’s Redwork takes relatively relatively simple materials and 
techniques (an unstrained, often plainspoken American English; straightforward 
sentence structures and familiar free verse forms) and uses them to create works of 
quirky complexity and tremendous charm. She also uses them to surprise, startle, 
and even disarm.”  The poems range from ruminations on bullfighting, to the 
mysteries of childhood, to the “downtown of the heart” with effortless ease; the 
precise use of language frequently leading us on to unexpected endings. 
 
In one particularly powerful piece, Fjeld writes, “There was a poem / written by means 
of embroidery: / the poet sewed through her own skin / and drove the needle back / 
some two hundred years.” Jessica Fjeld is not afraid to take journeys into multiple 
layers of feelings.  In the words of Matthea Harvey, “Fjeld highlights both our 
responsibilities and our impermanence.  Her poems make their arguments subtly, 
unusually.”  As a poet, teacher, and lawyer, Fjeld definitely has a range of 
experiences to draw from, and this she does with an inquisitive eye and grace of 
expression.   
 
Please join us in welcoming back Jessica Fjeld to her hometown of Brandon for what  
promises to be an exceptional afternoon of poetry and interchange.  Support Vermont 
talent and keep expanding our community of lovers of the written word! 
 

BIO 
Jessica Fjeld is a poet, teacher, and lawyer. She is the author of Redwork (BOAAT 
Press, 2018) and the chapbooks The Tide (Pilot Books, 2010) and On animate 
life (Poetry Society of America, 2006), for which she received the PSA’s Chapbook 
Fellowship. In 2015, she was awarded a “Discovery” Poetry Prize by the 92Y 
Unterberg Poetry Center and the Boston Review. She is a graduate of the UMass-
Amherst MFA program for Poets & Writers, which awarded her the Academy of 
American Poets Prize in 2009. As an undergraduate at Columbia, she received the 
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George Edward Woodberry Prize. Her poems have appeared 
in Conduit, jubilat, Poetry, Shallow Ends, Sixth Finch, and elsewhere.  

Fjeld is the Assistant Director of the Harvard Law School Cyberlaw Clinic, based at the 
Berkman Klein Center for Internet & Society. As an attorney and academic, she 
focuses on legal issues relating to digital arts, media, and free expression. She is a 
member of the board of the Global Network Initiative. Before joining Berkman Klein, 
she worked at WGBH Educational Foundation and Skadden, Arps. She received her 
J.D. from Columbia Law School, where she was a James Kent Scholar, Hamilton 
Fellow, and Managing Editor of the Journal of Law & the Arts. 

Born and raised in Brandon, Vermont, she now lives in Boston with her family. 
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